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once upon an iceberg:

errol’s twillingate adventure
S H E I L A H L U K I N S W I T H I L L U S T R AT I O N S B Y L A U R E L K E AT I N G
MAY | 2021
ISBN 9781550818901
English
CHILDREN Young Readers
48 pages | 6 x 9 PBK
Colour + B/W illustrations
$12.95

DISTRIBUTOR:

University of
Toronto Press Distribution
CARTON QUANTITY: 84

also available :

Full speed ahead | 9781771030939
Flying ace | 9781550817744

Errol is off on another adventure! With his newfound friend Gus, Errol travels to Twillingate to help
search for Gus’s father. In the course of his search,
he finds treasures on the beach, almost floats
away with the icebergs, and visits the Long Point
Lighthouse. There he meets Olivia and her family,
who help him on his quest, showing him around
and hunting for clues. But time is running out; they
have to head home to Beachy Cove—and there’s
still no sign of Gus’s dad!

sheilah (roberts ) lukins has written three non-fiction books for adults and

two children’s books. The first book in her “Errol’s Adventure” series, Full Speed
Ahead: Errol’s Bell Island Adventure, won the 2018 Bruneau Family Children’s/
Young Adult Award and its follow-up Flying Ace: Errol’s Gander Adventure was
longlisted for the award in 2020. She lives and writes in St. Philips, NL.
laurel keating ’s illustrations charm and delight children of all ages. An award-

winning artist, her work has adorned several Newfoundland children’s books,
including Yaffle’s Journey, the Find Scruncheon and Touton books, Moose’s
Roof, Elliot and the Impossible Fish and Full Speed Ahead: Errol’s Bell Island
Adventure, and Flying Ace: Errol’s Gander Adventure. Once Upon an Iceberg:
Errol’s Twillingate Adventure is her tenth book.
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Field guide to newfoundland
and labrador
MICHAEL COLLINS
MAY | 2021
ISBN 9781550813562
English
NONFICTION Nature
480 pages | 4.5 x 8 PBK
$34.95

DISTRIBUTOR:

University of
Toronto Press Distribution
CARTON QUANTITY: 20

The most comprehensive guide of its kind on the market
today, the Field Guide to Newfoundland and Labrador features
more than 900 photographs and illustrations: from flora and
fauna to icebergs and weather, no stone is left unturned in this
perfect introduction to the province’s life and landscape.
Compiled and edited by Memorial University biologist Michael
Collins, with contributions from over twenty renowned experts,
the guide is accessible, durable, perfectly sized, and indexed
for ease of use in the field.
You’re ready. Now explore.

Born in the UK, dr. miChael Collins studied in both the sciences and education, receiving a
BSc and MSc from Southampton University, an MEd from Memorial University, and a PhD from
Keele in the UK. An avid explorer of Newfoundland’s natural beauty, he has written and educated
others on the subject, sharing his love of our environment. An honorary lifetime member of Nature
NL, he lives in St. John’s.
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nan’s Pantry: traditional

newfoundland and labrador recipes
F R O M T H E K I T C H E N O F M A RY D U F F Y H AY WA R D

JUNE | 2021
ISBN 9781550818598
English
COOKING General
144 pages | 5.5 x 8 PBK
$12.95

DISTRIBUTOR:

University of
Toronto Press Distribution
CARTON QUANTITY: 64

Every community has its good cooks—those
people who can take the same ingredients and
recipes as everyone else and somehow make
everything taste better. Mary Hayward was one of
those cooks, and Nan’s Pantry shares her
favourite recipes and special touches that made
her a home-cooking legend. Every recipe is a
kitchen and family tested wonder of great downhome Newfoundland cooking, with easy to follow
instructions and tried-and-true kitchen secrets to
help elevate your every meal to perfection.

mary duFFy hayward was born in 1919 in St. John’s, Newfoundland.

She was known as a home-cook extraordinaire who raised nine children
on the recipes found in Nan’s Pantry. When she passed in 2017, she left
behind her collection of amazing recipes, refined over decades of hard
work and attention to detail, for everyone to enjoy.
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last hummingbird west of Chile
NICHOLAS RUDDOCK

JUNE | 2021
ISBN 9781550818840
English
FICTION General
312 pages | 5.5 x 8.5 PBK
$22.95

DISTRIBUTOR:

University of
Toronto Press Distribution
CARTON QUANTITY: 24

also available :

how loveta got her baby
| 9781550814750
night ambulance |

A stunning work of imaginative fiction, Last Hummingbird
West of Chile spins a tale of adventure that is in turn comedic,
violent, poignant and thoughtful. Through the exploits of a
young sailor born in questionable circumstance and a pair of
murderous servants, as well as an assortment of other 19th
century regulars, the vital subjects of today—race, religion,
sexuality, environment—are framed in history and human
culture. Through narration by human protagonists, a tree, a
hummingbird, various beasts, and the landscape itself,
Ruddock tells a story of colonialism and environment, brutality
and privilege, and the best and worst of human nature.

9781550816358

niCholas ruddoCk is a Canadian physician and writer. He has

won numerous international prizes and was shortlisted for the Moth
International Poetry Award (Ireland) in 2020. His first novel, The Parabolist
(2010), was shortlisted for the Toronto Book Award and the Arthur
Ellis Award. His second novel, Night Ambulance (2016), was a Next
Generation Indie Book Awards finalist. Nicholas has been published in numerous international
publications in Canada, England, Northern Ireland, and Ireland. He lives in Guelph, Ontario.
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Crippled
PA U L D AV I D P O W E R

JULY | 2021
ISBN 9781550818932
English
DRAMA

96 pages | 8.375 x 5.575 PBK
$17.95

DISTRIBUTOR:

University of
Toronto Press Distribution
CARTON QUANTITY: 114

Paul Power’s play, Crippled, has garnered awards and
glowing reviews for his portrayal of his experiences
as a person living with a disability. Now in a published
form, his story of challenge, loss, and redemption
presents universal themes and emotions told through
a voice that is not often heard in the mainstream. In
highlighting his own personal turmoil, Power evokes
empathy and introspection in his audience. From
childhood conflicts to overwhelming adult loss and
grief, from despair to hope, Crippled presents the
commonality of our inner struggles with personal
demons, framed against our exterior struggles with
the perceptions of others.

Paul david Power ’s work includes roles in over 30 stage plays across the country as well as

directing and producing. His was President of the Liffey Players Drama Society in Calgary AB for three
years, Artistic Director for Hubcity Theatre in Moncton NB for five years and Artistic Associate for the
Shakespeare by the Sea Festival in St. John’s NL for three years. Paul identifies as a disabled artist.
He owns Power Productions, a professional theatre company dedicated to the development of works
and artists with a focus on the disabled, Deaf and MAD Arts domain. He lives in St. John’s, NL.
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land of many shores: stories from
a diverse newfoundland and labrador
EDITED BY AINSLEY HAWTHORN

AUGUST | 2021
ISBN 9781550818963
English
NONFICTION General
304 pages | 6 x 9 PBK
$24.95

DISTRIBUTOR:

University of
Toronto Press Distribution
CARTON QUANTITY: 24

Seeing through the eyes of others brings new perspective on the place we call home.
In Land of Many Shores, writers share their essays about life in Newfoundland and
Labrador from often-neglected viewpoints. In this collection, Indigenous people, cultural
minorities, LGBTQ+, people living with mental or physical disabilities and other undervalued and hidden voices are coming to the forefront, with personal, poignant,
celebratory and critical visions of the land we live on.

ainsley hawthorn , Ph.d, (she/her) is a cultural historian, author, and multi-

disciplinary artist. Raised in Steady Brook, NL, and now based in St. John’s,
she earned her doctorate in Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations at Yale
University. Her expertise includes sensory studies, Mesopotamian literature and
religion, Middle Eastern dance, and the history of language. Hawthorn is a past
fellow of Distant Worlds (Munich) and the Advanced Seminar in the Humanities (Venice), and she
has been invited to lecture on her research at universities in Germany, Austria, Italy, Canada, and
the United States. Hawthorn is passionate about using her academic knowledge to bring new
ideas about culture, history, and religion to a general audience. As a public scholar, she blogs
for Psychology Today, writes for CBC, and has contributed to various other publications, including
The Globe and Mail, the National Post, and the Newfoundland Quarterly. She is currently
completing her first solo-authored non-fiction book, The Other Five Senses.
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BACKLIST HIGHLIGHTS

instructor

us, now

BETH FOLLETT

THE QUILTED
COLLECTIVE

ISBN

9781550818666

ISBN

Through grief, wonder,
and introspection,
Instructor captures the
fluidity of the self,
carrying readers away in the current of Follett’s
inescapable prose.

this is
how it is
SHARON KINGCAMPBELL
ISBN

9781550818697

These are new writers
and new visions of an
in-the-present-moment
Newfoundland, stories
shaped by powerful voices, stories urgent,
radical, and sparking with beauty.

the Quest for
a ‘national’
nationalism
GEORGE ELLIOTT
CLARKE
ISBN

Illuminating, poised, and
wholly original, the
poems of Sharon KingCampbell’s This Is How
It Is range across the planet gathering along the
way voices both historical and mythological in
a compelling display of dramatic empathy and
poetic imagination.

9781550818758

Renowned author and critic
George Elliott Clarke investigates E.J. Pratt’s poetic
attempt to become the epic poet of Canada. Unable
to speak for Francophones, Indigenous peoples,
and People of Colour, Pratt becomes the epic poet
of the establishment, but never truly of the people.

east Coast
keto 2

rock recipes
3

BOBBI PIKE
& GEOFF PIKE

BARRY C. PARSONS

ISBN

ISBN

9781550818567

9781550818727

Just when you thought
it was impossible to
find ketogenic meals that the whole family can
enjoy, Bobbi and Geoff Pike return with another
generous serving of low-carb keto dishes. With
over 100 new keto recipes, tips, lessons, quick
facts, and traditional meals made healthy, East
Coast Keto 2 offers all the flavours you love
with zero guilt.
8

9781550818819
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Barry C. Parsons,
the bestselling cookbook author and creator of the phenomenal
RockRecipes.com, is back with an extra
helping of delicious recipes to delight everyone
at your dinner table. With helpful cooking tips
and a recipe for every possibility, Rock Recipes
makes mealtime as easy as 1, 2, 3!

BACKLIST HIGHLIGHTS

two for the
tablelands
KEVIN MAJOR
ISBN

9781550818444

The Newfoundland tour
guide introduced in One
for the Rock has crossed
the island to explore
Gros Morne National Park. Now he, Sebastian,
is crossing a more dangerous landscape, on a
path that will leave him face-to-face with a killer.

bottoms up
SHEILAH ROBERTS
LUKINS
ISBN

9781550818017

What did Newfoundlanders drink 400
years ago? Bottoms
Up is the story of
alcohol in Newfoundland and Labrador, and
reveals how the drink helped shape so much
of the province’s culture.

my indian

the ice shack

SAQAMAW MI’SEL
JOE & SHEILA O’NEILL

KATIA CANCIANI
& CHRISTIAN
QUESNEL

ISBN

9781550818789

ISBN

In 1822, William Epps
Cormack sought the
expertise of Sylvester Joe, a Mi’kmaq guide
who could lead him across Newfoundland in
search of the last remaining Beothuk camps
on the island. My Indian reclaims Sylvester
Joe’s identity.

9781550818505

TRANSLATED BY JOCELYNE THOMAS

Alphonse’s ice-fishing shack is the most
beautiful one on the coast. But he can’t seem
to catch a thing—not even a sock, or an old
pair of underwear! How is he ever going to win
a prize in the Best Fisherman Contest!?

some good:
sweet treats

the little red
shed

JESSICA MITTON

ADAM & JENNIFER
YOUNG

ISBN

9781550818307

ISBN

With decadent
chocolate delights,
oat-based goodies, muffins, cakes, squares,
and cookies, these recipes will satisfy your
sweet tooth without the guilt. Now you can
make truly tasty treats that are gluten and
dairy free, incorporating healthier ingredients
that will make everyone feel Some Good!

9781550818338

A little shed awakens to
discover she isn’t quite
the same as she used to be. Feeling as if she no
longer fits in, she sets out to sea. She meets an
extraordinary new friend who sees how special
she really is, and with newfound confidence,
the little red shed returns home and inspires
everyone to cherish their differences.
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